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לֵב-דַּ בְּ רּו עַּל
Speak to the heart
—Isaiah 40:2
The theme for this year’s Institute is “Dabru al Lev — Speak to the Heart.” Inspired by Isaiah 40:2,it’s from the haftarah reading for this week, which is known
as Shabbat Nachamu — the Shabbat of Comforting. When we speak to the heart
and connect with one another with compassion and authenticity, we open ourselves to real relationships and new perspectives. Speaking gently yet honestly,
no matter how challenging the subject matter, is a courageous act that plants
seeds of transformation. We are excited to gather with you at the NHC Summer
Institute to co-create a dynamic, intergenerational community that fosters curiosity, love of Torah, and heart-to-heart connection.

2018 Institute Song: Dabru al Lev
Dabru, dabru, dabru, dabru al lev
Dabru, dabru, dabru, dabru al lev
Gevurah vachesed
Strength and compassion
Speaking gently with
Strength and compassion
Listen, listen, listen to my heartsong
Listen, listen, listen to my heartsong
We can change ourselves one word at a time
Heal the world one heart at a time
Letakein olam one beat at a time

Inspired by a song by Yogananda Paramahansa. Arranged and adapted by Liturgist in Residence Linda
Hirschhorn. Words by Linda Hirschhorn and the 2018 Institute Core Planning Team.
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Volunteers and Staff
The Institute is produced by hundreds of volunteers and a staff of three. If you
have questions, comments, or concerns during the week, please address your
feedback to the proper person. Day heads listed on each day’s schedule are
available to field logistical and program questions, and specific point people
are listed below.
Core Planning Team
Sue Gulack, Malkah Binah Klein, Lisë Stern
Interim Programs Director
Talia Laster
Operations Director
Alyse Portera
Kitchen Liaison (incl. allergies)
Yaakov Adler
On-Site Accessibility Liaison
Arielle Korman
First-Timers
Kenneth Albert, Mimi Farb, Joe Buchwald Gelles
Kids Camp
Aileen Heiman, Sarinah Kalb
Evening Childcare Coordinator
Molly Zeff
Community Council
Linda Motzkin, Chair
On-Site Volunteer Coordinator
Aliza Arzt
Courses and Teachers
Leah Staub, Adina Rosenbaum
Workshops
Joan Vick, Shari Lynn Kochman, Alison Adler
Spiritual Life
Malkah Binah Klein
Traditional Egalitarian Minyanim
Ethan Merlin, Micha’el Rosenberg
Zeitler Fellows Program
Joe Gindi, Sara Mosenkis
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Emergencies and Campus Contact Information
Public Safety: In case of emergency, call 860-768-7777 or 7777 from any
university phone.
For non-emergencies, such as parking permits, call 860-768-7985.
Summer Housing Office: For housing issues — plumbing, electric, air conditioning, lock-outs, lost keys, cleanliness of common spaces, etc. — visit the
Summer Housing Office (in Konover Campus Center), call 860-768-7859, or
email smhousing@hartford.edu. Summer Housing Office hours:
Monday: 5:15pm–8pm
Tuesday-Thursday: 7am–2pm
Friday: 7am–8pm
Saturday: 7am–2pm & 9pm–10:30pm
For urgent housing matters after hours, call the Summer Housing Office on-call
number at 860-751-8863.
Medical Care: A few members of our NHC community in attendance have
medical backgrounds and have offered to be available to help sick or injured
attendees decide how best to get care if they are uncertain about what to do.
There are several urgent care facilities nearby, as well as two large emergency
departments. Use the Public Safety emergency number listed above for
urgent care. Please bear in mind that our medical personnel do not have
much medical equipment and no medications with them, and are at the Institute on vacation themselves. For most routine questions, call your own physician’s office. The NHC office has the contact information for each day’s volunteer on-call physician/RN. Please try to avoid requesting our medical personnel during class time.

Guidelines, Office, and Administration
Nametags: All Institute participants are asked to wear their nametags
throughout the entire week, including on Shabbat. Nametags help us get to
know each other, identify us as Institute participants, and give us access to the
dining hall and other facilities. You will not be admitted to a meal if you
are not wearing your nametag.
Pronouns. Listing pronouns on nametags provides clarity, helps make sure
everyone knows which pronouns to use with which person, and helps alleviate
the burden placed on transgender and gender non-conforming people to advocate for themselves.
Some nametags have colored dots on them:
• Green: First-time Institute participants If you see someone with a green
dot, please make an extra effort to introduce yourself!
• Blue: Teachers
• Orange: Core Planning Team members
• Red: Zeitler Fellows
• Yellow: NHC Board and Advisory Council
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Communication Badges: People have different tolerances and desires for
communication throughout the day and week. Taking direction from the Autistic Self-Advocacy Network, we will be offering color communication badges,
in the form of colored paper clips, as people check in. See page 9 for full details.
Institute Office and Hours: Visit the Institute office on the second floor of
the Gray Conference Center (GCC).
Tuesday–Thursday: 8:30am–11:30am and 1:00pm–4:30pm
Friday: 8:45am–11:15am and 1:00pm–3:00pm
The office is closed in the evenings. Please come speak with us during the day!
There are basic first-aid supplies in the Institute office. Please note that office staff cannot administer first aid.
Outside the Office: When you see office staff outside of the office, please refrain from asking them NHC questions (or giving them information). Please
redirect your questions to the Day Head, visit the office during office hours,
or leave a note in the envelope outside the office. Please be especially mindful
that all office staff are off duty on Shabbat.
Changing Classes: If you want to change a class, you must get permission
from the Institute office during office hours. Simply showing up at a new class
is not fair to the teacher, other students, or other participants on the wait-list.
Housing Assignments: Do not move furniture around in your rooms. If furniture has been moved, damaged, or soiled you will be charged $25.
If you need to change your housing assignment, please come to the office, and
we will do our best to accommodate you.
Parking: If you applied for a parking permit when you registered, you’ll receive it at check-in. If you still need a parking permit you must visit the NHC
office. Parking overnight is only in the designated lot you were assigned. For
temporary parking (if checking-in outside regular hours), you may park in the
F Lot. If you have a handicapped parking permit, you can park in any
handicapped spots in campus lots at any time, including overnight.
Wrapping Up Your Business: If you have matters you need to go over with
the office, please do so by Thursday.
Lost and Found: An area for lost and found items is located near the entrance
to the dining hall. All found valuables should be brought to Public Safety.
Announcements and Messages: At the entrance to the dining hall (Commons), the Announcement Board displays new information, signup sheets for
specific activities, personal messages, and changes to the schedule. Post your
announcements in the space provided.
All oral large group announcements (including during group programs and
during meals) will be given by Day Heads, members of the Institute Core
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Team, the Chair of the Board, or by staff members, all of whom have received
accessibility training. If you want an announcement to be made, please do not
make it yourself; instead, give a written copy of your announcement to the
Day Head in advance. Please also post a copy of all announcements on the
community message bulletin board in Commons.
Photography/Videography: We love seeing photos from the week! Make
sure you share your photos with the community so that they can be used for
future publicity and so others can enjoy them. Share and upload your photos
at havurah.org/institute/pictures. When taking photos, please try to be as unobtrusive as possible and be sure to ask for permission if you are taking photos
at services or during classes or small group activities. Please do not take
photographs or videos in public spaces during Shabbat. If you don’t want
photographs of you or your children used in NHC promotional materials, contact the office.
Smoking: There is no smoking allowed indoors, including in your rooms, or
within 10 feet of any doors or windows.
Cleaning up: Please clean up after yourself and your family: Bus your dishes in
the dining hall, take all your papers and supplies out of class and meeting rooms,
put away board games when you are finished with them, etc.
Program Questions: All program-related questions or comments should be
directed to the Day Head, who will answer your question, pass the information
on, or direct you to the appropriate person. The Day Heads are listed at the
top of the daily schedule.
Checkout: At checkout, please be sure to return swipe cards and keys for all
participants you are checking out. When you check out, you will have the opportunity to donate your $30 key deposit to the NHC. Lost keys will cost the
participant $150. If furniture in your room has been moved, damaged, or
soiled you will be charged $25.
Checkout on Sunday is in Commons from 8:30 to 11:00am (pausing for the
closing program 9:30-10:15). You must vacate your room by 11:00am.
If you are leaving before Shabbat, please check out at the office by 2:30pm
on Friday. If you are leaving Saturday night, please check out at the Summer Housing Office from 9:30-10:30pm. If you are leaving at any other time,
please make arrangements with the Institute office early in the week.

Working Together for Accessibility
Everyone should read this section for pertinent information.
Accessibility of all kinds is a central value of the NHC, and we strive to make
our Summer Institute a smooth experience for all. For information about financial accessibility, please email grants@main.havurah.org.
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Our community includes many long-time attendees and newcomers with disabilities of various types, as well as people who do not identify as having disabilities but may have specific requests for how to make the week easier for them.
Please contact accessibility@havurah.org to discuss any needs you have. See
below for efforts to make our community activities accessible and ways you
can help:
Accessibility tours: Campus tours have been scheduled for Monday, leaving
from a point near registration. If you have questions regarding access and location of facilities, priority parking, or other special needs, please contact the Institute office.
Assistance Etiquette: To aid someone with a disability or someone who might
benefit from assistance, ask an empowering question such as “How can I help?”
instead of acting on an assumption of what they might need. Offer to commit to
help at a time that may not be at that moment but rather at a later time or day.
Building Accessibility: We strive to locate classes, workshops, and community
events in buildings that have wheelchair access. To avoid any falls or physical
barriers, please keep the hallways and outdoor pathways clear of bookbags, supplies, and furniture that have been moved from elsewhere. Be conscious of how
you stand along major throughways. Please report to the Office if you have trouble getting into a building or if you notice a classroom is not accessible.
Cafeteria Assistance: A volunteer will be located in the dining hall at the beginning of lunch and dinner to assist folks who desire an extra hand while going
through the line and getting seated. It is a good idea to arrive during Early Dinner Seating if you would benefit from having more space and time to maneuver
through the cafeteria with assistance. During the meal, if you see someone who
might have difficulty managing the process of getting food to their table, offer to
help.
Cafeteria Quiet / Low-Traffic Space: The Private Dining Room (PDR), immediately on your right as you enter the dining hall, is reserved for individuals who
need a lower-traffic, quieter area to eat, or for those having small meetings.
Please respect that space by sitting there only if you need the quiet space, and by
eating in the general dining room if you do not need it.
Campus Guides: Some of our participants with vision or mobility needs pair up
with guides to get them to and from their destinations for each day. This is a great
way to get some one-on-one time with a potential new friend or to get some extra
walking in if you like to stretch your legs.
Captioning: Community-wide programming will be live-captioned. Words will be
transcribed and/or summarized by volunteers and projected on a screen or wall.
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A note regarding ASL interpretation: Unfortunately, we will not have ASL interpretation this year. If you are interested in discussing ASL interpretation for a future Institute, please contact accessibility@havurah.org.
Chemical / Scent Sensitivity: To help everyone breathe easy, please do not
spray bug spray or scented sunscreen in enclosed spaces. Please be mindful of
others’ sensitivities when applying perfume or scented hair and skin products.
Communication Badges: People have different desires for communication
throughout the day and week. Taking direction from the Autistic Self-Advocacy Network, at check-in we will be offering color communication badges, in
the form of colored paper clips to affix to nametags,:
• Green means “Please interact with me!”
• Yellow means “Please interact only if we already know each other”
• Red means “Please do not interact with me”
You are encouraged to take a set even if you don’t anticipate needing any setting
other than green! Attach to your nametag the color that is relevant to you in the
moment.
Please respect what people ask for in terms of interaction at any given time.
We recognize that the badges are only visual symbols. Please alert any visually-impaired people near you of the colors displayed by those around you.
Community Announcements and Large-Group Programs:
Announcer best practices: Day Heads will make all community-wide announcements. If you are speaking to a smaller group at a workshop, late night program,
etc., please keep the following guidelines in mind in order to be audible and accessible to all participants. Wait until chair shuffling, applause, or other extraneous noise has quieted before speaking. Signal by raising your hand before beginning to speak. If a microphone is available, use it! Please keep your hands away
from your face and try not to turn your back to the listeners. Please wait in place
for a few minutes after making announcements to see if anyone comes up to you
for further clarifications or if they couldn’t hear the announcements. Post a copy
of all announcements on the community bulletin board.
Listener and Community Member Best Practices: Upon seeing a raised hand
or signal for silence for announcements, please quiet down and encourage others
to quiet down. During large-group programs, please be mindful that extraneous
noise or conversation can prevent others from taking part in the program. If you
want to have an extended conversation, go to another space.
Golf Carts for Getting Around Campus: A golf cart shuttle will leave from in
front of the dining hall 15 minutes and 5 minutes before classes, workshops, and
evening programs, to head to those locations. It will do the reverse trip 5 minutes
and 15 minutes after classes end. Designated volunteers will drive all golf cart
shifts, coordinated by the On-site Volunteer Coordinator, Aliza Arzt. If you need
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help with transportation to other events or locations, please contact the Day
Head or Accessibility Coordinator.
Social Butterflies: Those with butterfly stickers on their badges are indicating
that they are happy to talk to you any time you need a companion!
Space for Breaks: We will designate spaces near programming for anyone who
needs some peace and quiet.
Text Formats: With advance notice, we are able to provide all written materials
in braille, large print, and digital screen-reader accessible formats, for those who
are blind, low vision, or need longer to process written information.

National Havurah Committee Community Council
The Community Council addresses concerns about individual behavior that
makes a community member uncomfortable or that may violate community
standards. The Council is empowered to respond to individual incidents, with
the possibility of appeal to the NHC Board. If you have a concern, please bring
it to the attention of the Council, which will address the matter confidentially.
You can leave a note either in the envelope labeled “Community Council” on
the bulletin board in the dining hall, or with the NHC office. You can also call
one of the council members to talk in person. Linda Motzkin (518-258-5576) is
the Council’s primary contact. Make sure to explain your concern and include
your name and contact information

NHC Community Safety Policy
The NHC strives to create safe, comfortable, supportive, and enjoyable spaces
for learning and fellowship among participants. The following guidelines are
designed to help the entire community be thoughtful about the ways in which
we, individually and collectively, nurture these spaces and relate to the people
in them. The work of formally drafting these guidelines is new to us as an organization as it is to many communities. We welcome input, and expect that
our guidelines will evolve over time.
We seek to foster a culture of affirmative consent regarding both physical and
verbal interactions. If you are unsure whether a touch or a line of conversation
is welcome, ask before initiating it. If someone tells you to stop (with words or
other signals) step back immediately. Respect the fact that by maintaining
their personal boundaries and comfort, they are creating a safer space for everybody, regardless of your intentions.
If you are uncomfortable with a touch or line of conversation, you have the
right to say “no” and state that it needs to stop. While some may choose to use
NHC spaces to challenge or step outside of their own comfort zones, no one is
obligated to do anything uncomfortable.
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The NHC rejects all forms of sexual harassment and sexual assault, including
but not limited to, unwelcome sexual advances, unwanted intimate conversation, and/or physical contact without consent or after a request to stop.
While we strive to be an egalitarian organization, we recognize that power differentials do exist and can be experienced between community members.
These may be based on leadership and public roles at the Institute, number of
years in the community, gender, sex, sexual orientation, race, disability status,
wealth, age, and other factors. Any behavior that exploits these or any other
power differences in order to coerce consent or breach a community member’s
physical or emotional boundaries is a violation of our communal values. (One
example of an Institute-specific power differential: To reduce the risk of unintentional exploitation or coercion, teachers of weeklong courses at Institute
should not initiate romantic relationships with students in their courses until
the course is over.)
We strongly encourage community members who have experienced or witnessed violations of these guidelines to bring them to the Community Council.
We recognize that these may happen at NHC events or in other spaces shared
by members of the NHC community. We recognize and are grateful for the
strength and generosity of people who come forward. If someone does not feel
comfortable coming to the Community Council for any reason, they may also
contact the NHC Chair, any member of the Executive Committee, or the Program Director.
The Community Council will prioritize the needs of community members who
are victims of harassment or assault. For complaints brought during a retreat,
every effort will be made to make the remainder of that retreat a safe and enjoyable experience for the person who has experienced harassment. In some
cases, time will be needed after the retreat has concluded for fuller conversations and responses.
The Community Council will consider a range of responses toward those who
have violated the guidelines, which may include temporary or permanent restrictions on attending NHC events, teaching at NHC events, and/or serving in
leadership roles within the NHC. In some cases, the council may also support
paths of teshuvah (repentance) for those who have violated these guidelines.
The Community Council is not a legal body and its deliberations are not legal
proceedings. The Council is guided by principles of support for the agency and
needs of victims, including respect for privacy and confidentiality. In certain
cases, however, such as if abuse of a minor is suspected, we may be bound by
and will respect mandatory reporting laws. We will also observe any guidelines
required by a hosting retreat site.
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Community Council Members
Linda Motzkin (Community Council Chair for Institute 2018)
Judith Geller (mandatory child abuse reporter)
Tim Hampton
Rachel Jacobs
Emma Kippley-Ogman (mandatory child abuse reporter)
Scott Rechler

Centering Jews of Color at the NHC Summer Institute
We are a diverse community that strives for accessibility and welcome for all.
This is a Jewish space that welcomes all Jews and our partners, families, friends,
and fellow travelers. Assume everyone is Jewish until they tell you otherwise, and
please do not “test” or inquire about other community members’ Jewish status,
conversion history, or family background unless they initiate or invite that conversation, as these are often very personal and sensitive matters.
A large majority of Summer Institute attendees are white Jews of Ashkenazi/European heritage. Many times in the past, community members who are Jews of
Color have faced intrusive and invalidating questions about their presence and
identity. While the white Jews who asked these questions may have intended
them as friendly getting-to-know-you conversation, or been simply curious,
these words often come across as hurtful, biased, ignorant, or dismissive.
The NHC is working toward teshuvah, repair and apology, on past incidents of
harm, and on better recruitment and support of Jews of Color in our community. For more information, reach out to Rebecca Ennen by leaving a message
on the message board near the dining hall, or join her Friday morning workshop.

Children
Children are valued members of the Institute community and are encouraged
to participate in most community-wide events. For safety and out of respect
for those events, children must be supervised during communal programs as
well as during down time.
Meals: Kids Camp staff does not provide supervision during meals. Guardians
are responsible for their children from 12:15pm to 1:30pm, as well as during
breakfast and dinner. Guardians are asked to monitor their children’s activities
in all public areas, including the dining room. If you would like the help of a
Family Buddy, or would like to be a Family Buddy, please contact Bracha
Laster by leaving a message on the message board near the dining hall.
Childcare: If you have registered in advance, evening childcare is available in
Hawk Hall for children over 6 months. For questions, contact Molly Zeff,
Evening Childcare Coordinator, by leaving a message on the message board
near the dining hall.
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The NHC cannot assume responsibility for unsupervised minors. Minor participants will be expected to be in classes or a program or to be under the supervision of a parent or guardian at all times.

Meals
All meals, including Friday night Shabbat dinner, will be served cafeteriastyle, with priority given to families with children and those needing extra assistance; please always allow them to cut the line. We are delighted to work
with the Aramark staff, who have planned delicious kosher vegetarian and fish
menus that accommodate our dietary restrictions, under the supervision of the
Hartford Kashrut Commission. Please discuss any food concerns you have with
Yaakov Adler by leaving a message on the message board near the dining hall.
Awareness of Others: If you are able, please look out for others during
mealtime. Be conscious of people looking for a place to sit and invite them to
join your table. Help those who seem like they could use another set of hands.
For example, offer to get food for fellow diners when you are getting up; let
families with small children cut the line; and bus your neighbor’s dishes. Remember that many of us feel overwhelmed at meal times; make a concerted effort to be considerate of one another in the dining hall.
Early Seating: People who need extra time to pass through the serving line —
including families with children, those needing extra assistance, and people
with noise sensitivities — are encouraged to come to early seating at dinner.
We request that all others come for general seating.
Birkat Hamazon (blessing after meals): Copies of traditional and alternative versions are available in the dining hall. Feel free to initiate the blessing
and invite participation.

The Campus and Facilities
Internet: There is free wifi across campus on three networks. Step-by-step instructions for joining the networks are posted in Commons. The basic log-in
information is as follows:
Cell phones: Username: sc-nhi Password: R3p0rt3r$
Laptops: HawkNet Guest: Follow the prompts, and you will be emailed your
own password for 24 hours of access.
Laundry: Free washers and dryers are located in the basement of the housing
complexes and on each floor of Hawk Hall.
Phones: There are no pay phones on campus. In an emergency, dial 7777 from
any blue-lit campus phone.
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University of Hartford Hidden Gems
• The lounges on each floor in B Complex and Hawk Hall are great
for hanging out or taking time for yourself during program blocks.
• Miniature Waterfall/Fountain: Check out the area near Hartt School
for peaceful benches, shade, and a rock garden with flowing water.
• Pond Dock: Wildlife, stars, and wetland music abound at U of Hartford’s pond, located behind Konover. We’ve even spotted snapping turtles making their way to the water!
• Park River (more of a stream) flows below the pedestrian bridge and
has grassy banks with picnic tables near the base of B Complex.
• Outdoor Art! Scattered around campus are 16 sculptures, including
Floating Tower by Carol Kreeger Davidson; Tree Trunk by Louis
Schanker; The Big Six by Tony Rosenthal; and Untitled by several artists.
Can you find them all?
• Mortenson Library is a beautiful spot to sit and read or have some
quiet time. Computers and a photocopy machine are available. Hours:
Monday–Thursday: 7:30am–9pm
Friday: 7:30am–4:30pm
Saturday: 10am–6pm
• Museum of Jewish Civilization is inside the Mortenson Library. Check
out their current exhibit, “Vilna: The Jerusalem of Lithuania.” Hours:
Tuesday and Wednesday: 3:30–5:00pm
Thursday: 10:00am–1:00pm
• Joseloff Gallery offers collections of contemporary art. Hours:
Tuesday–Friday: 11am–4pm
Saturday–Sunday: 12–4pm

Activities and Recreation
Sports and Nature Spots: There is a basketball net behind Hawk Hall as well
as many grassy areas available for organized and impromptu games. Your campus map highlights a few natural spots on campus worth exploring.
Bicycles: The campus is very bicycle friendly. Please use the bike racks around
campus to secure your bike and do not block doors or lock your bike to trees
or other objects.
Helmets: Everyone is required to wear helmets while on bicycles and scooters.
Gym Membership: If you signed up in advance of the Institute, you will have
a one-week membership at the Sports Complex. You will receive confirmation
of this at check-in.
Swimming: The outdoor pool at the Sports Center is available for our use only
during these times: Monday-Friday: 7:00–8:00am.
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There is a $5 fee per person, per day, with a 20-person maximum at a time. You
must sign up and pay at the front of the dining hall during meal times. To give
more people an opportunity to swim, you will only be able to sign up for two
slots in advance, but can sign up after 1pm on that day for additional spots.
Lifeguards are on duty; towels are not provided; and those in diapers are not
allowed in the pool.

Sustainability, Eco-Consciousness, and Social Impact
When God created the first human beings, God led them around all the trees of
the Garden of Eden and said: “Look at my works! See how beautiful they are —
how excellent! For your sake I created them all. See to it that you do not spoil
and destroy my world; for if you do, there will be no one else to repair it.”
—Midrash Eicha (Lamentations) Rabbah 7:13
Transportation: We encourage ridesharing, carpools, and public transit to minimize driving and air travel. If you drove or flew and would like to make your trip carbon-neutral, you can purchase “carbon offsets” to balance out the climate impact of
air and car travel. Carbon offsets are a way to counteract the greenhouse gas emissions. They can be purchased through companies such as nativeenergy.com or terrapass.com, which set up wind farms, plant trees, and fund other projects.
Printing and Paper: Our Institute community registered and received confirmation materials online to minimize paper use. This program is printed on recycled paper by Collective Copies (collectivecopies.com), a worker-owned collective and union shop (UE Local 274) in Massachusetts, where staff have a
voice on the job, make decisions together, and donate 10 percent of profits to
community organizations. Many teachers email handouts to participants before the Institute, giving them the option to print on reused paper or read
from an electronic device. Please recycle any paper trash. All the classrooms
and the Gengras Student Union (GSU) should have recycling bins.
Shirts: Our T-shirts, sourced by No Sweat Apparel (based near Boston), are
union-made and sweatshop-free.
Unplug Vampire Electronics: Vampire energy, also known as standby power,
is the electric power consumed by many consumer electronic devices when
they are switched off but still plugged in. According to the EPA, idle gadgets
suck up to $10 billion in energy annually. Before you leave your room for a full
day of Institute programs, unplug appliances and electronics, especially cell
phone chargers and video game systems, when not in use.
Food: At the Institute we conserve resources by offering pescatarian, vegetarian, and vegan meals, which enable us to eat lower on the food chain. By
avoiding beef and poultry during our week together, we are saving 63 pounds
of CO2 emissions per eater, compared to the average American’s meat consumption.
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Food is served buffet-style. You can minimize food waste by considering conservation: Take only as much as you think you really will eat, or slightly
less. Better to go back for seconds than to throw away uneaten food.
Reducing Waste: We encourage you to bring a reusable water bottle, a
travel mug, and a cloth napkin to reduce waste from disposables. Similarly,
if you expect to take food out of the dining hall, please bring re-usable containers and utensils instead of single-use plasticware and Styrofoam. According to a Stanford Earth Systems study, one paper plate releases 4 grams of CO2
in the manufacturing plant, plus up to 100 grams of CO2 for transport, plus
about 8 gallons of water per plate.
We continue to look for ways to further “green” the NHC Summer Institute.
Share any ideas with the office or members of the Board.

Shabbat Guests, Meals, and Observances
Our community members have a diversity of Shabbat practices; please respect
and rejoice in our various observances of Shabbat!
Shabbat Guests: All guests joining for Shabbat must complete registration
between 1:30–3pm on Friday, July 27. If you are connected to someone who will
arrive after that, please come to the office to check in and obtain keys.
Shabbat Eruv (boundary): Volunteers will construct an eruv for the campus
before Shabbat. An eruv is a symbolic boundary that defines an enclosed communal space. This allows those who refrain from carrying objects in public
space on Shabbat to carry within the area designated by the eruv. If you would
like to help construct the eruv, contact Uel Bergey. You can leave a message
for Uel on the Announcement Board at the entrance to Commons.
Early Shabbat Dinner: Everyone is encouraged to join the community for the
main Shabbat dinner. For families whose children will not be awake for the
community dinner and those who otherwise need to eat early, an earlier dinner, including grape juice and challah, will be provided. You must sign up at
registration to participate in the early meal and may only eat at one dinner.
Shabbat Guidelines: Observe Shabbat as you wish in the privacy of your own
room. No Institute business will occur during Shabbat, and all food will be
prepared in accordance with the standards of the Hartford Kashrut Commission. In rooms where the whole community meets, microphones may be used,
but other AV equipment and musical instruments will not be used. Individual
sessions will follow the discretion of the group and/or the session leader regarding note taking and voice recorders. (All whose voices may be recorded
must give consent.) These policies, passed in 1985, acknowledge the diversity
of Shabbat practices observed by community members, while setting some
guidelines to make it possible for us to celebrate Shabbat together as one community.
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Spiritual Life at the Institute
At the Institute, we offer a variety of modalities for spiritual expression in a Jewish framework. These include a daily spirited traditional egalitarian minyan,
along with many other beautiful options.

Weekday Morning Options (Shacharit)
Daily Traditional-Egalitarian (Trad-Egal) Minyan: spirited davening with
full liturgy
7:00–8:00am (Hawk Hall Lounge)
Tuesday: Adam Levine & TBD
Wednesday: Miriam Glasgow & Jonah Rank
Thursday: Ethan Merlin & TBD
Friday: TBD
Sunday: Martin Manley & TBD
Tuesday
8:15–9:00am
8:15–9:00am
8:15–9:00am
Wednesday
7:00–8:00am
8:15–9:00am

8:15–9:00am

Shema Yoga. Shacharit liturgy with gentle yoga poses for
bodies of all sizes and abilities, Eleni Litt (KF Room, Library)
Gratitude Journaling Circle. Abby Bellows (Hawk Hall 115)
Learner’s Service. Explore daily prayer, Sue Gulack (GCC 1877 Club)
Mindfulness Meditation. Intention–setting, mindful
movement, niggun chanting, Judith Geller (Hawk Hall 115)
Building Bridges in Prayer, Even When You Are Alone.
Exploring the connections between walking, Rebbe
Nachman’s Prayer, and not being alone, Margaret Frisch
Klein, Hollander Social Justice Fellow. (Meet in front of
Hawk Hall, near the bridge. Rain space: Hawk Hall 115)
Shema Yoga. See Tuesday

Thursday
8:15–9:00am
8:15–9:00am

Shema Yoga. See Tuesday
Healing Circle, Phyllis Berman (Hawk Hall 115)

Friday
8:15–9:00am
8:15–9:00am

Shacharit Chanting Circle, Leah Staub (Hawk Hall 115)
Shema Yoga. See Tuesday.

Weekday Afternoon and Evening Options (Mincha and Ma’ariv)
Monday
4:45-5:00pm
9:30–9:45pm

Trad-Egal Mincha, Darius Sivin (Konover)
Trad-Egal Ma’ariv, Naomi Klionsky (Konover)
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Tuesday
4:45–5:30pm

7:00–7:25pm
7:00–7:30pm
9:15–9:30pm
9:30–10:00pm

Wednesday
7:00–7:30pm
7:00–7:25pm
9:15–9:30pm
Thursday
7:00–7:30pm
4:45–5:30pm

9:15–9:30pm

Embodied Prayer: Opening the Heart. What, really, is
the relationship between the physical feelings in our chest
and “the meditations of our heart”? If your chest felt open,
would it be easier to listen to your heart? Come explore the
possibilities with the unique process of Feldenkrais® Awareness Through Movement®. Bring an open mind and comfortable clothes. The session will be done sitting in chairs,
Josh Schreiber Shalem (Hawk Hall 115)
Creative Mincha with Drums, Jonathan Seidel (Hawk Hall 115)
Trad-Egal Mincha, Jacob Adler (Hawk Hall Lounge)
Trad-Egal Ma’ariv, Raysh Weiss (Konover)
Wind Down and Bedtime Ritual Share. Come unwind together as we share rituals we find helpful in transitioning to
sleep, Shari Lynn Kochman, Sue Gulack (Hawk Hall 115)
Trad-Egal Mincha, Toby Reiter (Hawk Hall 115)
Niggunim Mincha, David Mosenkis (Hawk Hall Lounge)
Trad-Egal Ma’ariv, Amalya Sherman (Konover)
Trad-Egal Mincha, TBD (Hawk Hall 115)
Intentional Music Listening. Come together for a session
of aural exploration, listening for hints of the cosmos contained in every sound wave... or just a killer lick you didn’t
notice before. We will be listening to a broad range of music; come with open ears; you’ll likely hear something brand
new. All ages welcome! Spencer Garfield (GCC Room D)
Trad-Egal Ma’ariv, Laurence Edwards (Konover)

Shabbat Options
This year, another organization will be sharing the University of Hartford campus with us over Shabbat. NewCAJE (newcaje.org), a conference for Jewish educators, will be held starting Sunday, with their own Shabbat celebration beginning on Friday. We will be sharing some Shabbat activities with NewCAJE,
specifically a song session before our own Kabbalat Shabbat on Friday; and on
Saturday several service options will be open to us, along with Saturday afternoon workshops (see pages 18–19 for services, and pages 45–46 for workshops).
We welcome the shared davening and learning opportunities.
Friday
5:30–6:00pm

Song Session with NewCAJE. Join us as we come together
with NewCAJE to sing and dance and welcome each other
and Shabbat. (The Tent)
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6:00–6:30pm
6:30–7:45pm

Trad-Egal Mincha (by the Hartt School fountain)
Kabbalat Shabbat and Ma’ariv (The Tent)

Saturday
8:15–9:00am

Shabbat Nachamu Morning Qi Gong and Chant An embodied practice to awaken, align, and open the heart to receive the gifts of Shabbat, Malkah Binah Klein (The Tent)
9:15am–12:15pm Trad-Egal Service, Joelle Novey, Charley Beller, MiriamSimma Walfish (The Tent)
9:15–10:30am
Torah Study, Arthur Waskow (Konover)
10:30–12:15am Contemplative Chant Service (includes Torah service),
Phyllis Berman and Arthur Waskow (Konover)
9:15–10:30am
Shabbat Shacharit with Havurat Shalom’s Siddur Birkat
Shalom, a gender-balanced liturgy, Aliza Arzt, Josh
Schreiber Shalem, Joanna Brown (Hawk Hall 115)
5:45–6:30pm
Trad Egal Mincha, Micha’el Rosenberg (Hawk Hall Lounge)
8:30–8:45pm
Trad Egal Ma’ariv, Jonathan Seidel (Hawk Hall 106)
8:50–9:20pm
Havdalah, Zeitler Fellows (Alumni Patio)
NewCAJE Shabbat Service Options
9:15–10:30am
Camp-Style Egalitarian Shacharit. With instruments. A rousing prayer experience to wake up your soul and celebrate Shabbat. Jeri Robins, Joshua Cohen, Andrea Shupack. (GCC Rotunda)
10:45–12:15pm Torah Study: Fate, Free Will, Miracles, and Murder. All in
18 Verses! Explore the big questions and ideas in a small (but
jam-packed) section of this week’s parsha. Includes hevruta
(paired partner) text study (in English), group discussion, and
fortune tellers! Batsheva Frankel (GCC Room A)
9:45–10:45am Rhythm ’n’ Ruach Family Shabbat Jam. Suggested for families with children 5 and under. A joy-filled family service
with big djembe drums, lollipop stick drums, tambourines,
egg shakers, bracelet bells, and rhythm sticks. You and your
kids bring the rhythm! Parents, if you have a tallit, please plan
to have it with you. Ellen Allard (GCC Room C)
10:45–11:10am
Family Kiddush. Kiddush and snack for both family services
(GCC Room C)
11:15am–12:15pm Family Service. Suggested for families with children 6–12
years old. A musical, meaningful, memorable Shabbat
morning service for kids and their families. Instruments will
be used, prayers will be talked, sung, and danced, and Torah
will be read and explored. Eliana Light (GCC Room C)
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Creative Residencies and Fellowships
This year’s impressive group of fellows are dedicated to sharing their expertise
with the Institute community. Each one is leading several programs this week,
which are given special designation in the program guide.
Liturgist-in-Residence (LIR) Linda Hirschhorn is a performing
singer/songwriter/composer and storyteller. She travels around the country
working with (or creating) community choruses. She has released 10 recordings of original songs and published hundreds of songs covered by other artists
and sung in synagogues throughout the world. Linda has been the cantor at
Temple Beth Sholom in San Leandro, CA, since 1987. Her women’s a cappella
ensemble Vocolot celebrated its 30th anniversary in November of 2017. Linda’s
most recent collaboration has been in the two-person play, Two Big Mouths,
performed with veteran actor Naomi Newman.
Hollander Social Justice Fellow (HSJF) Margaret Frisch Klein is the rabbi
of Congregation Kneseth Israel (ckielgin.org) in Elgin, IL, author of A Climbing
Journey to Yom Kippur: The Thirteen Attributes of the Divine. She blogs as the
Energizer Rabbi (theenergizerrabbi.org) and is passionate about social justice
and tikkun olam. She has partnered with many civic and religious organizations to make the neighborhood, the nation, and the world a better place. Currently, she is working together with others on policing and racism, domestic
violence, and more. She has a Master’s in Education from Tufts and in Jewish
Studies from Hebrew College, and was ordained a rabbi at the Academy for
Jewish Religion in New York in 2010.
Midrashist-in-Residence Sabrina Sojourner is a spiritual leader, educator,
and storyteller. Based in Rockville, MD, she serves the Charles E. Smith Life
Communities campus and unaffiliated Jewish families in the greater Washington, D.C., area. She crafts her homilies and stories to enlarge our vision of who
we are as a people and spiritual beings, and to inspire us to take better care of
ourselves so that we take better care of each other and the planet. Sabrina is
highly respected by her colleagues for her natural leadership, authenticity,
compassion, and kindness. Most importantly, she is her grandson Kyle’s favorite person.
Timbrel Artist-in-Residence (TAIR) Sara Felder is a solo theater artist who
has created a body of work that juggles personal narrative, circus shtick, and
social justice. She has run away with San Francisco’s Pickle Family Circus,
toured with Joel Grey’s Borscht Capades, performed with Jugglers for Peace in
Cuba, opened for Joan Rivers, travelled with the Klezmatics’ Totem und Taboo
tour, and taught juggling in California prisons. Presently she tours her solo
theater shows which address issues of significance through humor and a personal (often queer, Jewish) framework. Sara believes in the power of humor
and theater to address difficult issues, offer healing, and create community.
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Zeitler Fellows Program and Friday Meet-and-Greet
The Zeitler Fellowship is a cohort of young adults, 22-32, who are exploring their
roles as emerging participants and leaders in their Jewish communities, and who
are new to the NHC community. Zeitler Fellows participate in daily workshop
sessions together during their time at the Institute, which include opportunities
to reflect on building, sustaining, and participating in their Jewish communities
both within and outside of the NHC. This vitally important leadership development program is made possible by generous support from Frances Turim Zeitler.
Please come to the Zeitler Fellows’ Meet-and-Greet on Friday afternoon to meet
this year’s Fellows, learn about them, and hear about their week at the Institute.

Morning Classes Tuesday–Friday, 10:30am–12:00pm
AM–01

Amusing the Muse: From Radical Creativity to
Sacred Theater

TAIR: Sara
Felder

Hawk
Hall 115

AM–02

Soul Talk with Martin Buber

Brandon
Bernstein

Hillyer
130

AM–04

Not Your Great-Grandparents’ Judaism: Four Ways We
Don’t Believe What Our Ancestors Believed

Laurence
Edwards

GSU 335

AM–05

Self-Hating Jews: Internalized Anti-Semitism

Rebecca Ennen

Hawk
Hall 106

AM–06

Four Early Turning Points

AM–07

From Trauma to Spiritual Rebuilding to
Resistance and Advocacy in the Age of Trump

Fred Guttman

Hillyer
138

AM–08

The Return: Longing and Belonging in Iraqi
Jewish Literature

Arielle Korman

Hillyer
217

AM–09

Sacred Envy: The Virgin Mary
in Talmud and Midrash

Micha'el
Rosenberg

Hillyer
221

AM–10

Challah and the Ten Mitzvot of Merit

Jonathan
Rubenstein

Hillyer
134

AM–11

The Font of Revelation:
Writing Ancient Hebrew Scripts

Julie Seltzer

Hillyer
132

AM–12

Torah, Tevel, & Tikkun: Interweaving Torah Study
about Earth with Personal Experience of Nature

Arthur Waskow

GSU 333

AM-13

Happy Returns? The Development o
Resurrection in Jewish Texts and Folklore

Raysh Weiss

Hillyer
229

AM-14

Moses Through the Ages

Bob Goldenberg Commons
PDR

Aryeh Wineman Hillyer 111
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Afternoon Classes

Tuesday–Friday 1:45–3:15pm

PM–01

Engaging the White Fire: Sanctified
Imagination and Creating Midrash

MIR: Sabrina
Sojourner

GSU 333

PM–02

Roots!

Aliza Arzt

Hillyer 246

PM–03

God Proclaims Freedom:
Singing the Zemirot of Shabbat

Jesse Beller

Hillyer Reading
Room

PM–04

Being Zusya: What’s My Calling?

Sarah Beller

GSU 331

PM–06

Is it the Thought That Counts?
Self-Awareness and the Doing of Mitzvot

Jon Dine

Hillyer 256

PM–07

Jewish Geometry: Mathematical Questions
in Rabbinic Literature

Adam Simon
Levine

Hillyer 257

PM–08

Visual Representation of Intertextuality in
the Chumash

Sarah Palmer

Hillyer 207

PM–09

Joshua Fought What? Critics and Mystics on
the Book of Joshua

Jonah Rank

Hillyer 258

PM–10

Monty Python’s Guide to Ancient Jewish Life Adele Reinhartz

Hillyer 401

PM–11

Wrestling With (De)Colonization and
Homeland

Noah
Rubin-Blose

GSU 341

PM–12

“I Create According to the Word”:
Jewish Magic Texts from the Talmud to the
Middle Ages

Jonathan Seidel

Hillyer 403

PM–13

Investing Through a Jewish Lens

Jacob Siegel

GSU 335

Please note: If you want to change your class, you must get approval
from an office staff member during office hours.
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Monday: Welcome!
1:00-4:30
2:15

Day Head: David A.M. Wilensky

Check-in/Registration – Commons
2:15-3:00
Campus Tour
Starting from Welcome Tent and
ending at First-Timer Orientation

3:00
3:30

3:00-3:30
First-Timer
Orientation

Gray Conference Center
(GCC) Rotunda

3:00-4:00
Teacher
3:30-4:00
Orientation Kids Camp Welcoming

Hawk Hall Lounge

4:00

2:15-3:30
Kids Camp
Staff Orientation

Hillyer 130

GCC 2nd Floor

4:00-4:30
Kids Camp & Evening
Childcare Family
Starting at Welcome Tent and endOrientation
ing at Opening Ceremony
nd
4:00-4:45
Campus Tour

3:00-4:30
Zeitler Fellows
Orientation
Reading Room

GCC 2 Floor

4:45

4:45-5:00 Trad-Egal Mincha* – Konover

5:00

5:00-5:45 Opening Ceremony for the whole community!
Konover

5:45
6:00

5:45-6:15
Early Dinner Seating
Commons

6:15

7:30
9:15
9:30
11:00

6:00-6:15
Family Buddy Orientation/Meet-up
(over dinner) – Commons

6:15-7:15 General Dinner Seating – Commons
7:30-9:00 Evening Program: Speak to the Heart
and the Torah of Improv
Konover
9:30–11:00
9:15-9:30 TradParenting Story
Egal Ma’ariv*
9:30–11:00
and Experience
Konover
Charades with
Swap with
Rebecca Herman Tobias Reiter
9:30–midnight
Hawk Hall 115
Hawk Hall
Hangout Space
Lounge
Hawk’s Nest

7:15-11:00
Evening
Childcare
Hawk Hall

*For details on davening (prayer) options, see pages 17–18
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First-Timer Orientation

Hawk Hall Lounge

Our week together is packed full of amazing programming and people. This orientatios will help get you situated. Bring this guide, your creativity, and your
hopes and fears for the week. Meet new folks and some veterans, get your questions answered, and get tips on finding answers to questions that may arise
throughout the week.

Opening Ceremony: Welcome

Konover

Bruchim HaBa’im to the 2018 NHC Summer Institute! Before dinner, get to know
fellow Havuraniks new and old, and meet the key players who help make the
week happen. This program is designed for all ages, and we look forward to seeing everyone there!
FORMAT: Large group

Opening Night Evening Program:
Speak to the Heart and the Torah of Improv

Konover

We’ll start the evening introducing this year’s theme, Dabru al Lev: Speak to
the Heart, with the sharing of heart stories from Sue Gulack, Malkah Binah
Klein, and Lisë Stern, this year's Core Team.
How do we open ourselves up to each other and learn to genuinely speak to the
heart? Brandon Bernstein, Havurahnik and improv impresario, will share how
practicing improv has deepened his understanding of Torah. Brandon will lead
our community through improv games and introduce concepts such as “Yes
and.” We will reflect on the art of speaking truth and connecting heart-to-heart.
Come ready to laugh and to be surprised.
FORMAT: Large group, with some breaking into small groups
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Tuesday

Day Head: Michelle Roberts
700-8:00 Trad-Egal Shacharit*

7:00
8:00
8:15
9:00
9:15
10:30
12:00

Hawk Hall Lounge

7:30-9:30
Breakfast

Hawk Hall 115

Commons

8:15-9:00 Shema Yoga*
KF Room, Library

8:15-9:00 Learner’s Service*
GCC 1877 Club

9:00 -12:15
Kids Camp

9:15-10:15 Morning Workshops
10:30-12:00
Morning Classes
see page 21

12:15
1:30

8:15-9:00 Gratitude
Journaling Circle*

GCC 2nd Floor
12:05-12:15
Kids Camp Pickup

10:30-12:00
Meditation Room open
KF Room, Library

12:00-1:30 Lunch – Commons

3:30

1:45-3:15
1:45-3:15 Meditation Room
Afternoon Classes
open, KF Room, Library
see page 22
3:30-5:00
3:30-5:00
3:30-4:30

4:30

Afternoon
Workshops

1:45

Museum of Jewish
Zeitler Fellows
Civilization open
Reading Room
Library

4:45

4:45-5:45
12 Step Meeting GSU 335

5:00

5:00-6:15 Hollander Program: Building Bridges,
Storytelling, and Intersectionality – Konover

5:45
6:15

7:00

4:45-5:15 Midrash Rabba
Hawk Hall Lounge

11:30

4:30-4:40
Kids Camp Pickup

4:45-5:30
Embodied Prayer:
Opening the Heart*
Hawk Hall 115

6:15-7:15 General Dinner Seating Commons
7:00-7:30
7:00-7:25
Trad-Egal Mincha*
Creative Mincha with Drums*
Hawk Hall 115

7:30-9:00 To the Heart: Stories, Songs, and Juggling
Konover

9:00
9:30

GCC 2nd Floor

5:45-6:15 Early Dinner Seating Commons

Hawk Hall Lounge

7:15

1:30 -4:40
Kids Camp

7:15-11:00
Evening
Childcare
Hawk Hall

9:15-9:30 Trad-Egal Ma’ariv* -- Konover
9:30-11:30
Movie: Life of
Brian
GCC Wilde
Auditorium

9:30-11:00
Acro Partner
Yoga with Taeer
Bar Yam Konover

9:30-11:00
Folk Singing
with Rachel
Jacobs GCC
Room D

9:30-11:00
Wind Down
and Bedtime
Ritual Share
Hawk Hall 115

9:30–midnight
Hangout
Spaces Hawk’s
Nest and Hawk
Hall Lounge

*For details on davening (prayer) options, see pages 17–18
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Midrash Rabba Study

Hawk Hall Lounge

Group study Tuesday and Thursday, from D’varim Rabba on this week’s Torah
reading, Parshat Va’et’chanan. Richard Friedman will provide texts (original and
in translation), but will not be responsible for teaching; figuring out the text will
be a collective enterprise. Previous experience with midrash is not necessary.
Each day’s study will be independent of the other days; come to either or both
sessions. Bring a Tanach (Bible) if you can.

Hollander Program – Building Bridges, Storytelling,
and Intersectionality: When Does Partnering Work or Not? Konover
Hollander Social Justice Fellow Margaret Frisch Klein
Each of us has stories to tell of social justice work we have done or are doing.
This session will provide a moderated opportunity to tell the stories of programs
in our own communities that have worked and what happened when they did
not.
FORMAT: Large group assembly interactive with community leader

To the Heart: Stories, Songs, and Juggling

Konover

Concert and performance by Liturgist-in-Residence Linda Hirschhorn and Artist-in-Residence Sara Felder, with an introduction by Midrashist-in-Residence
Sabrina Sojourner
Sabrina Sojourner is a chazzan (cantor), community chaplain, educator, writer,
and social justice warrior by birth. Central to her life is her trust in the Divine
One and the deep ocean of Judaism.
Linda Hirschhorn is a storyteller and singer-songwriter who draws from Jewish
tradition to explore love, family dynamics, and social justice with appropriate
doses of humor and anxiety. She is a passionate believer in the healing power of
group singing. The evening will include singing in harmony that even the monotoned can join in on.
Sara Felder is a juggling maven and irresistible storyteller who brings her sharp
wit and queer sensibility to her original and funny performance pieces.
FORMAT: Large group assembly
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Tuesday Morning Workshops, 9:15–10:15am
Impromptu Workshop: Could It Be You?

GSU 333

This room is reserved for last-minute workshop ideas. If you would like to offer a workshop, post an announcement on the bulletin board, including (1)
your name, (2) your workshop title and brief description, (3) the day and time
of the workshop slot you are signing up for, and (4) the room number (GSU
333). Be sure to check that no one else has already posted an announcement
for an impromptu workshop during the same session.
Beginning Kippah Crocheting
GCC Room D
Learn to make a crocheted kippah. No prior knowledge is required; absolute
beginners have finished a kippah at this workshop. $2 workshop fee includes
crochet hook and yarn.
Susan Gulack and Ceidlen Beller have taught this workshop for over 25 years!
Building Inclusive Jewish Communities: From
Hillyer 217
Welcoming the Stranger to Welcoming One Another
This workshop is a conversation about Jewish perspectives on communal responsibility and what that means for us in the present. Through text study and
discussion, we’ll learn about historical perspectives on social interactions and
relationships. We’ll also talk about ways to be welcoming to other people in
our contemporary Jewish communities.
Mattea LeWitt lives in Philadelphia. She is involved in a variety of different Jewish communities, most of which include potlucks.
Hallel Revisited
Hillyer 132
Everyone knows that Hallel is all about joy and celebration. But a closer look
reveals the actual message of Hallel. In this workshop we will take that closer
look.
Joe Rosenstein is the author of Siddur Eit Ratzon, Machzor Eit Ratzon (newsiddur.org), and Memorable Verses in the Torah: Commentary and Questions
(memorableverses.org). He recently retired after over 50 years as a professor of
mathematics at Rutgers University. Joe is a founder and former chair of both the
NHC and the Summer Institute.
Leadership, Midrash, and Rabban Gamliel
Hillyer 256
This will be a workshop exploring a formative myth/story in rabbinic lore:Rabban Gamliel’s ouster as head of the Jewish community/Beit Midrash. We will
explore the story and look at some of its repercussions in terms of Jewish law
and how we understand communal leadership.
Jonathan Dine currently works as a data analyst/scientist for Booz Allen Hamilton in Washington, D.C. Outside of work, he is an active participant and former
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steering committee member at DC Minyan in downtown D.C. He is a proud alumnus of the University of Chicago, where he took numerous Jewish Studies courses.
Jon has also studied at the Pardes Institute for Jewish Studies in Jerusalem, was a
fellow at Yeshivat Hadar in New York, and was a Zeitler fellow in 2014.

Tuesday Afternoon Workshops, 3:30-4:30pm
Impromptu Workshop (see page 27)

GSU 333

Getting Involved With Transcription
Hillyer 217
Have you seen the big screens at the Institute with live-captioned transcripts?
Want to learn how to help? Learn the notation. Learn tricks. Be prepared to
volunteer for one or more of the late-night shifts.
Josh Soref has been doing transcription at the Institute for a number of years.
He’s a software developer and web standards contributor. In the past, he did
transcription (called “scribing”) for W3C meetings – hour-long online meetings
of a handful of people – and in person with dozens or more for several hours.
Jewish Genealogy Resource Sharing
Hillyer 229
A relative who played cards with Rasputin, another who returned to Russia
from the U.S. after the Revolution to become a Soviet newspaper editor (until
purged and killed by Stalin), an unknown cousin who has become a good
friend, and ancestors who arrived on the Lusitania… These are some of the encounters I’ve discovered through genealogical and DNA quests. Come learn
how it is done (the sooner the better – interview older relatives now, even if
you don’t have time to do anything else!), share your stories, and discuss the
issues involved in genealogical and DNA-generated family research.
Phyllis Holman Weisbard is a retired academic librarian dabbling in Jewish genealogy and finding relatives through DNA.
Making Reusable Nametags
GCC Room D
Tired of making boring name tags again and again and again for every program
you go to? Come participate in the tradition of name buttons from the traditional dance community. Using simple collage, you can make a nametag or
pronoun guide that you can use for any gathering where you need it.
L. Lee Butler is a father, dancer, cook, and educator based in Washington, DC.
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Raising Havurah Kids
KF Room, Library
What are elements of family culture that help produce actively engaged Havurahniks? This workshop will reflect on one family’s experience as a jumping-off
point for discussion, as we seek to identify guiding values of Jewish parenting.
Themes will include the role of agency, ritual, flexibility, social community,
multi-generational relationships, approaches to God, Israel, and social justice.
Abigail Bellows has been attending the Summer Institute regularly since age six.
Bracha and John Laster are the parents of three young adult Jewish leaders, all
rooted in the Havurah movement.
Liturgist-in-Residence Workshop
GSU 331
Singing the Unsung Melodies (Part 1 of 3)
Every verse of Torah and tefillah (prayer) has unsung melodies waiting to be
written. Every human emotion has unwritten poems waiting to express it. In
this three-part workshop, we will explore what makes a good melody and tap
into our own innate abilities to compose melodies to some of our favorite
verses of tefillah. We will also spend time writing our own psalms and prayers.
The collective mind is often an inspiration to the individual mind, so we will
write both collectively and individually. It’s helpful to attend all three sessions.
Cantor Linda Hirschhorn, our 2018 Liturgist-in-Residence, is a performing
singer/songwriter/composer and storyteller. She travels around the country
working with or creating community choruses. Linda has released 10 recordings
of original songs and published hundreds of songs that have been covered by
other artists, used in movies, choreographed by dance companies, and sung in
synagogues throughout the world.
Hollander Social Justice Fellow Workshop
Hillyer 403
A Text-Based Study – You Are Not Alone:
Building Bridges to Tikkun Olam
Students will have the opportunity to study classical Jewish texts in hevruta
about partnering and tikkun olam. Why is partnering necessary? How does it
extend our reach? How does it help improve the world?
Margaret Frisch Klein is our 2018 Hollander Social Justice Fellow. She is
the rabbi of Congregation Kneseth Israel in Elgin, IL, and blogs as the Energizer Rabbi (theenergizerrabbi.org). She is passionate about social justice and
tikkun olam.
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Wednesday
7:00

Day Head: Harpo Jaeger
Hawk Hall Lounge

7:30

8:15

7:00-8:00 Mindfulness
Meditation*

7:00-8:00 Trad-Egal Shacharit*

7:30-9:30
Breakfast
Commons

Hawk’s Hall 115

8:15-9:00 Building Bridges in Prayer, Even
When You’re Alone*

8:15-9:00
Shema Yoga*
KF Room, Library

In front of Hawk Hall, facing the bridge (rain location Hawk Hall 115)

9:00

9:15
10:30

9:15-10:15 Morning Workshops

GCC 2nd Floor

10:30-12:00
Morning Classes
see page 21

12:05-12:15
Kids Camp Pickup

10:30-12:00
Meditation Room open
KF Room, Library

12:00-1:30 Lunch Commons

12:00

1:45

9:00 -12:15 Kids Camp

1:45-3:15 Afternoon Classes 1:45-3:15 Meditation Room
open, KF Room, Library
see page 22

1:30 -4:40
Kids Camp

3:30-4
3:30-5:00
3:30-5:00
30
Museum of Jewish
Zeitler
Fellows
Afternoon Work- Civilization open
Reading
Room
4:30
Library
shops

3:30

4:45
5:00
5:45
6:15
7:00
7:30

8:00

4:45-5:45
Contra Dance

GCC 2nd Floor
4:30-4:40
Kids Camp Pickup

4:45-5:45
TAIR Sara Felder Intergenerational Joke Telling
GCC 1877 Club

Alumni Patio
(rain location: GCC 2nd Floor)

5:45-6:15 Early Dinner Seating Commons
6:15-7:15 General Dinner Seating Commons

7:00-7:30
Niggunim Mincha*

7:00-7:30 Trad-Egal
Mincha*

Hawk Hall Lounge

Hawk Hall 115

7:30-9:00 In Your Mouth and In Your Heart
Midrashist-in-Residence Program Konover
7:15-11:00

9:30

9:30-11:00
Israeli Dancing with
Michal Richardson
11:00
and Rebecca
Herman
Konover

9:30-11:00
Sing Down for Peace
with Fred Guttman
GCC Wilde Auditorium

9:15-9:30 Trad-Egal
Evening
Ma’ariv*
Childcare
Konover
9:30–midnight
Hangout Spaces
Hawk’s Nest and
Hawk Hall Lounge

Hawk
Hall

*For details on davening (prayer) options, see pages 17–18
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Contra Dance

Alumni Patio (rain location GCC)

Contra dancing is a form of folk dancing that’s often described as a mixture of
square and swing dance. The dances are partner-based (but not gender-defined), and the Caller walks everyone through the steps before each dance.
Come if you’re a beginner, and come if you’re a long-time dancer; everyone is
welcome!

Evening Program: In Your Mouth and In Your Heart
Midrashist-in-Residence Sabrina Sojourner

Konover

As we seek to urge one another to “speak to the heart,” what do we know of
how our own heart hears? According to Torah, the means to live justly, compassionately, and humbly is very close to us. Yet it is human to be slow to
change to the point of being resistant to change. In hevruta and large group,
we will examine ancient and modern thought regarding this dilemma and the
means to pull ourselves toward the person and people we seek to be.
FORMAT: Large group and hevruta discussion

Sing Down for Peace

GCC Wilde Auditorium

During the ’60s and ’70s, sing downs were a popular summer camp activity. The
sing down would take a theme, and people would sing songs only on that theme.
Join Fred Guttman and others in creating an old-time sing down with PEACE as
the theme. If you have an instrument and would like to join, please see Fred during the week. Our goal is to create the spiritual vibrations of peace; it is our
prayer that these vibrations will go forth from Hartford to the rest the world. A
suggested song sheet will be provided, with songs in Hebrew, songs from American folk music, and songs from the Civil Rights movement. With the combination of the music and our voices, perhaps we can help America and the world
create a reality of Shalom, Salaam, Peace!
FORMAT: Medium group

Wednesday Morning Workshops, 9:15–10:15am
Impromptu Workshop (see page 27)

GSU 333

Hollander Social Justice Fellow Workshop
Hillyer 403
A Case Study: Elgin Police Department, Racism,
and Building Bridges, a New Model
Since before Ferguson, members of the clergy in Elgin, IL, as well as the
mayor’s office, the human relations commission, and the command staff of the
police department have been meeting to talk about racism and policing. This
session will examine Elgin’s commitment to “Community Policing,” training of
its officers, statistics on traffic stops, and holding the police accountable. We
will explore what happened when a young, black woman was tragically shot to
death. This is an ongoing, evolving story.
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Margaret Frisch Klein is our 2018 Hollander Social Justice Fellow. She is the
rabbi of Congregation Kneseth Israel in Elgin, IL. SHe blogs as the Energizer Rabbi
(theenergizerrabbi.org)and is passionate about social justice and tikkun olam.
The NHC Community Safety Policy Discussion
Hawk Hall 115
Join us for a discussion of the NHC’s new community safety policy. The policy
can be found in your program guide.
Nava Szwergold and David A.M. Wilensky are members of the NHC Board.
They have worked as part of a committee over the past year to develop guidelines
and draft a policy around community safety at the NHC.
Shema Yoga
KF Room, Library
Listen and learn from your own body and breath with this gentle meditative yoga
practice. If you can breathe, you can do yoga with Eleni! The content or format of
this workshop is appropriate for adults only. (Also offered Friday AM.)
Eleni Litt is a visual artist, yoga teacher (RYT200), Mussarnik, and a longtime
Havurah teacher. She works as Associate Provost at The New School in NYC,
and lives in Princeton, NJ.
What Does it Mean to Create an
Hillyer 229
Intergenerational Community?
The NHC was an early leader in creating a participant-led intergenerational
community. What does it mean to be truly intergenerational? Can we move
from groupings and viewpoints at all points along the age/demographic continuum to shared perspectives and understandings? Join this interactive conversation to discover ways the NHC community might live its intergenerational values more fully and might exemplify ways to influence conversations
and interactions in our Jewish communities and the world.
Erica Raphael has attended NHC Summer Institutes from her young adulthood
until now and participates actively in other intergenerational Jewish communities. She has worked on intergenerational community at her Maryland synagogue and staffs the Metropolitan Washington chapter of the American Geriatrics Society. This workshop grows out of a long intergenerational friendship with
Annie Rose-Weiss and many conversations with her and others on this topic.

Wednesday Afternoon Workshops, 3:30–4:30pm
Impromptu Workshop (see page 27)

GSU 333

Danish Jews Escape from Nazis:
Hillyer 258
Are There Lessons for Today?
When Germany invaded Denmark on April 9, 1940, the Danish Jewish population (chiefly in Copenhagen) was about 7,400, representing 0.2% of the country’s population. On Rosh Hashanah night of 1943, the Gestapo tried to round
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up the Copenhagen Jews to deport them to concentration camps. However,
the Gestapo did not find any Jews that night. Over the next month, about
7,200 Jews and 700 non-Jewish relatives were transported safely to neutral
Sweden. We discuss how and why Danish Jews were able to escape, while in
the rest of Nazi-occupied Europe they fell victim to Nazi tyranny.
Frank Lipson is a retired Federal Trade Commission attorney. He currently is a
substitute math teacher in Montgomery County, MD, public schools. Frank’s
previous workshops discussed the writings of Joshua Ben Sira, the introduction
of the concept of olam haba into rabbinic Judaism, and the Heliodorus Affair.
Hand Printing New Year’s Cards
GCC Room D
Create your own New Year’s cards by learning the process of making block
prints from recycled Styrofoam trays.
Rhonda Wainshilbaum is a potter, art teacher, and Jewish educator from
Western Mass. Joan Vick is a fiber artist and Jewish educator from Southern
NH. They met ages ago at a Rosh Hodesh group.
Jewish American Poets and Resistance
Hillyer 335
Over the years, many Jewish poets in the U.S. have addressed political issues.
More broadly, the creative impulse is often subversive because it can be playful
and disorderly: resisting limitation, reining in, or marching in a straight line.
We’ll explore the work of several poets who have challenged dominant paradigms including Adrienne Rich, Alicia Ostriker, Bob Dylan, and Marge Piercy.
If there is time and interest, we’ll resist by writing some poetry of our own.
(Also offered on Shabbat.)
Joanna Brown enjoys writing poetry and prose. Her work has been published in or aired
on venues such as Earth’s Daughters, 2 Horatio: A Chapbook, Rhode Island Public Radio,
and City & Sea: A Frequency Anthology. Last year she co-organized a reading, “Poets Resist,” in Providence, RI.
No Ordinary Apple
KF Room, Library
This workshop will use the book, No Ordinary Apple, about mindful eating, to
think about the mitzvah of matzah and eating the afikomen at the seder.
Adira Rosenberg Walfish is a rising second grader at Shaloh House Jewish
Day School. Her favorite mitzvah is tzedakah; her least favorite is kibbud av
ve’em. She lives in Cambridge, MA, with her parents and brothers.
Puzzle Mania
Hillyer 132
Come test your puzzle solving abilities! Challenge yourself with wooden and
metal puzzles, riddles, math problems, and more! (Also offered on Shabbat.)
Miriam Glasgow spent last year in Israel on a gap year program, studying, volunteering, and traveling. She collected many physical puzzles and riddles and is
excited to share them.
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Revitalizing Hartford: A Tour of
Outside Hawk Hall,
Community Development Projects
near the bridge
How are community-based organizations revitalizing the city of Hartford in
the wake of post-industrial social, economic, and environmental decline? Our
tour will begin at the Charter Oak Cultural Center, the oldest synagogue building in Connecticut. Melvyn Colon, Director of the Southside Institutions
Neighborhood Alliance will introduce us to innovative efforts to promote affordable housing, education, public safety, and commercial development, including a guided tour (mostly driving). NOTE: This is an extended workshop;
we will return in time for dinner. A sign-up for this workshop and details
about timing and transportation will be posted on the bulletin board
near the dining room at Registration.
Laurie Goldman is a facilitator of learning for action. She teaches public policy
and planning at Tufts University. She advocates for development without displacement in Somerville, MA, with fellow community members. And she learns
with justice seekers in Congregation Dorshei Tzedek in Newton, MA.
Liturgist-in-Residence Workshop
Singing the Unsung Melodies (Part 2 of 3)
See page 29

GSU 331
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Thursday
7:00
7:30
8:15
9:00
9:15
10:00
10:30

Day Head: Darius Sivin

7:00-10:00 7:00-8:00 Trad-Egal Shacharit with Torah reading*
Morning
Hawk Hall Lounge
Hike
Meet
7:30-9:30
8:15-9:00 Healing Circle* 8:15-9:00 Shema Yoga*
promptly at
Breakfast
Hawk Hall 115
KF Room, Library
Commons Alumni Patio
(in front of
9:15-10:15 Morning Workshops
9:00 -12:15
Hawk Hall)
Kids Camp
10:30-12:00
10:00-1:00
GCC 2nd Floor
10:30-12:00
Meditation Room
Museum of Jewish
12:05-12:15 Kids
Morning Classes
Camp Pickup
open
Civilization open
see page 21
KF Room, Library
Library

12:00

1:30

12:00-1:30 Lunch
Commons
1:45-3:15
Afternoon Classes

1:45-3:15 – Meditation Room
open, KF Room, Library

see page 22
3:30
4:30

1:30 -4:40
Kids Camp
GCC 2nd Floor

3:30-5;00
4:30-4:40
Zeitler
Fellows
Kids Camp Pickup
3:30-6
Reading Room
Shuk
4:45 (Marketplace)
4:45-5:45
4:45-5:30
4:40-6:00
Midrash
4:45-5:45
Patio between
Intentional
Rabba
12 Step
Hawk Hall Open Board
Music
5:00
Meeting
(see page 26)
Meeting
and
Listening*
Commons, Hawk Hall 115
Hawk Hall
GSU 335
GCC Room D
Lounge
Hawk Hall
106
5:45
6:00
6:15
7:00
7:45

3:30-4:30 Afternoon
Workshops

5:45-6:15 Early Dinner Seating Commons

6:15-7:15 General Dinner
Seating Commons

7:45-9:30 Talent Show Konover

9:30
9:30-11:00
11:00

7:00-7:30 Trad-Egal Mincha*
Hawk Hall 115

Niggun Share with
Talia Laster
GCC Room D

9:30-11:00
New Board
Games with
Molly Zeff
Hawk’s Nest

9:30-9:45
Trad-Egal Ma’ariv*
Konover
9:30–midnight
Hangout Space
Hawk Hall Lounge

7:15-11:00
Evening
Childcare
Hawk Hall

*For details on davening (prayer) options, see pages 17–18
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Morning Hike at Penwood State Park

Alumni Patio

Start your morning with an energizing early morning hike with friends. A beautiful trail loop follows a ridge overlooking the Connecticut River Valley and leads
to a peaceful lake, ideal for prayer, rest, meditation, singing, and breakfast
(though not swimming). The trail offers a stunning view, rock sculptures, immersive woods, and moderately challenging climbs over rolling hills. The hike is
about 4 miles round-trip. We will aim to be back on campus in time for morning
classes.
All hikers must sign up by Wednesday lunch time (at registration or on the signup sheet on the announcement board by the dining hall). People under the age
of 18 must have a designated adult supervisor present on the hike. The hike will
be canceled in the event of thunderstorms. Hikers are encouraged to carpool.
There is no cost for entrance.
We strongly recommend you bring: closed-toed shoes, sunglasses, hat/cap/bandana, large FULL water bottle, bug repellent, rain gear (if needed). We’ll provide
breakfast.

Open Board Meeting

Hawk Hall 115

Everyone is encouraged to attend the NHC Board Meeting. Please join us as we
discuss our ethos and strategy around creating lay-led community and longterm sustainability of the NHC. We will also provide a brief background on the
NHC budget, as well as context for recent and potential changes to Institute
fees.

Shuk (Marketplace)

Patio by Hawk Hall, Hawk Hall 106

Institute participants are a gifted and committed group. Check out the work that
we do during the other 51 weeks of the year. Art and jewelry and handmade kippot, oh my! Plus books, crafts, and other goodies. You’ll find it all at the Shuk!
Participants will also be sharing resources about a range of organizations with
which we’re involved.

Talent Show

Konover

Love to sing, dance, recite poems, create stories, tell jokes, play an instrument,
perform dramatic monologues? We know we’re a talented bunch! As 19th-century
Hartford resident Mark Twain anticipated, “There is much here to see.”
A sign-up sheet is posted on the Announcement Board at the entrance to Commons – be sure to sign up by end of day Wednesday. Your three-minute(maximum) performances should be appropriate for all ages, and those using humor in
their acts should make fun of no one but themselves. Share your talents with the
Institute community! “Think what it may be to your posterity, generations
hence,” Twain advised.
FORMAT: Large group theater-style performance
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Thursday Morning Workshops, 9:15–10:15am
Impromptu Workshop (see page 27)

GSU 333

Hollander Social Justice Fellow Workshop
Hillyer 403
Building Bridges: Deepening the Conversation by Starting
an Interfaith Book Discussion Group
Part of building bridges is building the trust necessary for crisis moments.
Sometimes that is done with fun and games. For instance, the clergy in
Chelmsford, MA, spent every Friday morning playing volleyball and then eating breakfast. Lots of laughter. One broken finger. One broken leg. And
friendships to last a lifetime. The clergy in Lowell, MA, started a book discussion group to better understand each other and to deepen the conversation
that is necessary for building trust. Participants in this session will learn how
to start a book group, brainstorm a list of potential books, and build a bibliography to be given out to all participants at the end of the Institute.
Margaret Frisch Klein is our 2018 Hollander Social Justice Fellow. She is the
rabbi of Congregation Kneseth Israel in Elgin, IL, and blogs as the Energizer Rabbi
(theenergizerrabbi.org). She is passionate about social justice and tikkun olam.
Jews and the Labor Movement
Hillyer 207
This workshop will focus on Jews in the American Labor Movement during the
first half of the 20th century. Emphasis will be on the garment industry, including discussions of the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire and its pivotal role in American labor law and other social legislation.
Darius Sivin works for the United Auto Workers. He has long been interested in
this topic.
Memorable Verses in the Torah
Hillyer 132
During the past year, my 2017 Institute workshop on this topic has become a
book. In this workshop we will review the list of verses, and the commentary
and questions about some of the verses in the book.
Joe Rosenstein is the author of Siddur Eit Ratzon, Machzor Eit Ratzon
(newsiddur.org), and Memorable Verses in the Torah: Commentary and Questions (memorableverses.org). He recently retired after over 50 years as a professor of mathematics at Rutgers University. Joe is a founder and former chair of
both the NHC and the Summer Institute.
Sacred Harp Singing
Reading Room
First published in 1844, The Sacred Harp is an American Protestant shape note
tunebook, arranged in four-part harmony, pairing melodies that are by turns
familiar and surprising with strikingly evocative liturgically inflected poetry.
We’ll learn the shapes and sing some songs from this exciting repertoire.
Jesse Beller discovered his appetite for Sacred Harp at the Youth Traditional
Song Weekend in Beckett, MA.
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When Keeping Kosher Conflicts with Jewish Values
KF Room, Library
Jewish laws of keeping kosher have become a bedrock of Jewish traditional
practice. However, many Jews find that aspects of keeping kosher may conflict
with what their other values and mission. In this workshop, we’ll discuss examples of how the early rabbis may have viewed these laws, and where more
flexibility is possible in light of conflicting values.
Yoni Shtiebel is a rabbinical student in the second year of his studies, where a
coed rabbinical class learns laws of keeping kosher and Jewish laws of death and
mourning.

Thursday Afternoon Workshops, 3:30–4:30pm
Impromptu Workshop (see page 27)

GSU 333

Exploring Yeshua/Jesus via Aramaic Sources
Hillyer 217
We begin and end with chant, using words in Aramaic attributed to Yeshua
haNotzri; we hear stories, share feelings, and new possibilities. We offer our efforts lichvod tikkun olam, for the sake of healing the world.
Rahmaneh Meyers, a flower child of the ’60s, has been a practitioner and emissary
of spiritual practices since 1970. Through her studies and chanting of Hebrew and Aramaic, she found the courage and means to deal with trauma in her kishkas around
the name “Jesus.” She is grateful for the chance to share this thread to add to the reweaving of our personal and collective fabric.
Have You Had “The Conversation”?
Hillyer 229
“What Matters: Caring Conversations About End of Life” is an initiative in the
Jewish community of New York that aims to highlight the importance of advance care planning. Our mission is to acknowledge that in this time of increasingly sophisticated medical technology, it is all the more important that
each of us feels assured that our healthcare wishes will be known, respected,
and honored. Come learn more about this effort, and begin the advance care
planning process for yourself. We will discuss how to choose an agent who can
speak for you if you are unable to speak for yourself, complete or update an advance directive, and have “the conversation” with loved ones.
Brian Fink directs UJA-Federation of New York’s Engage Jewish Service Corps at the
Marlene Meyerson JCC Manhattan, a volunteer and community-building initiative
for people in their 50s, 60s, and beyond, and oversees the What Matters: Caring Conversations About End of Life program. Brian grew up in Cleveland, graduated from
Tulane University, and was ordained by the Reconstructionist Rabbinical College. He
and his wife Aileen and son Nathan live in Brooklyn.
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Miguel and Moses
KF Room, Library
This workshop will compare the character Miguel from the movie, “Coco,” with
the biblical character Moshe. We will look at movie clips and compare them to
biblical passages.
Nehemia Rosenberg Walfish is a rising fourth grader at Shaloh House Jewish
Day School. His love of Torah is rivaled only by his love of movies.
Liturgist-in-Residence Workshop
Singing the Unsung Melodies (Part 3 of 3)
See page 29

GSU 331

A Very Narrow Bridge:
Hillyer 258
Kabbalah and the Bipolar Experience
During my struggle with bipolar disorder, mystical practice played a large role
in my ascent into madness, my recovery, and my process of coming to terms
with myself as a healthy bipolar person. I’d like to share my experience of how
Kabbalistic concepts of balance relate to living with mental illness.
Ben Newman is a mystic and singer/songwriter who has struggled with mental
illness and returned to a place of balance.
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Friday
7:00
7:30
8:15

7:00-8:00 Trad-Egal Shacharit*
Hawk Hall Lounge

7:30-9:30
Breakfast

9:00
9:15
10:30
12:00
1:30
1:45

3:30

Day Head: Janet Hollander

Commons

8:15-9:00
Shema Yoga*

8:15-9:00
Chanting Service*

KF Room, Library

Hawk Hall 115

9:15-10:15 Morning Workshops
10:30-12:00
Morning Classes
see page 21

9:00 -12:15
Kids Camp
GCC 2nd Floor

10:30-12:00
Meditation Room open
KF Room, Library

12:05-12:15
Kids Camp Pickup

12:00-1:30 Lunch Commons
1:45-3:15
Afternoon Classes
see page 22

1:30-3:00
1:45-3:15
Meditation Registration for
Room open, KF Shabbat guests
Room, Library
Commons

3:30-4:30
Zeitler Fellows
Meet-and-Greet
Hawk’s Nest

1:30 -3:15
Kids Camp
3:05-3:15
Kids Camp Pickup
3:20-3:50 Kids Camp
Closing
Program
GCC 2nd Floor

3:30-5:00
3:30-5:00
Shabbat
Class Presentations
Setup
TBD
Commons
5:00
5:30-6:00
5:00-6:00
Song Session with
5:00-6:00 Early Dinner,
Trad-Egal Mincha*
5:30
PDR, Commons
NewCAJE*
by the Hartt
School Fountain
The Tent
6:00
6:00-6:30 Candle Lighting, Entrance to the GCC
(7:56 Hartford candle-lighting time)

6:30

6:30-7:45 Kabbalat Shabbat and Ma’ariv* – The Tent

8:00

9:30

11:00

8:00-9:30 Shabbat Dinner Commons
9:30-11:00
Zemirot
(songs)
Commons

9:30-11:00
Peaceful,
Contemplative
Singing
Hawk Hall Lounge

9:30-11:00
Storytelling &
Poetry
PDR, in
Commons

7:15-11:00
9:30-mid- Evening
night
Childcare
Hangout Hawk Hall
Space
Hawk’s Nest

*For details on davening (prayer) options, see pages 17–19
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Zeitler Fellows Meet-and-Greet

Hawk’s Nest

You’ve seen them around all week. These are the Zeitler Fellows, some of the
active and enthusiastic 22- to 32-year-olds here, a cohort of new-to-Institute
young adults active in their Jewish communities. Come meet all the Fellows in
one place, hear how their week has been, and learn about what they do back
home.

Shabbat Setup

Commons

If you are available to help with Shabbat Setup, please come to Commons; we
always need extra hands.

Kabbalat Shabbat and Ma’ariv

The Tent

Our spirited Kabbalat Shabbat service is a highlight of the Institute week.

After Dinner Activities
Shabbat dinner ends, and singing and storytelling begin. We are able to stay in
the dining hall after our meal, but please be considerate of the staff as they
clean and prepare to go home.

Friday Morning Workshops, 9:15–10:15am
Impromptu Workshop (see page 27)

GSU 333

Hollander Social Justice Fellow Workshop
Hillyer 403
Building Bridges by Running for Tzedakah
Sometimes doing social justice work can become tedious, onerous, and serious. It doesn’t have to be. It can still be fun, even funny, and lighthearted.
Have you ever seen a rabbi in a tutu with a magic wand? Come find out how to
make the world a better place by running races for the Children’s Miracle Network or other such organizations. (Wear your walking shoes. Accessible activity will be available.)
Margaret Frisch Klein is our 2018 Hollander Social Justice Fellow. She is
the rabbi of Congregation Kneseth Israel in Elgin, IL, and blogs as the Energizer
Rabbi (theenergizerrabbi.org). She is passionate about social justice and tikkun
olam.
Centering Jews of Color at the NHC
Hawk Hall 106/Lounge
Summer Institute
Despite years of community conversation, education, and outreach, the NHC
Summer Institute remains stunningly, overwhelmingly white. Given that 11%
of American Jews identify as people of color, why has our community failed to
attract and retain Jews of Color as leaders and attendees? Given our commitment to accessibility and radical welcome, why have several Jews of Color
shared stories of invasive, inappropriate treatment from white Jews at the In41

stitute? We’ll share some proposals that a small team has been working on for
the NHC community to do collective teshuvah on the mistakes our white
members have made, and to center Jews of Color going forward. We will also
discuss the overlapping challenges of recruiting and embracing Mizrahi and
Sephardi Jews into this very Ashkenazi community.
Rebecca Ennen is a longtime Havurahnik and professional social justice warrior.
Remembering Our Beloved Pets: Sharing Stories
GSU 333
Judaism does not have formal or collective mourning rites for pets. And yet,
pets of all sorts are often essential and beloved members of our families. Many
of us have had the experience of caring for our pets through their death, and
we have felt our own mourning and loss. This workshop gives us the opportunity to sit together and share memories of our pets, whether during their vibrant lives or their death and dying. There may be a very brief and simple ritual option, but this hour’s focus will be on sharing stories and connecting.
Sarinah Kalb lives in Maryland and is a member of Fabrangen. Her beloved
dog, Vive, passed away in December.
Shema Yoga
KF Room, Library
See page 32
Yiddish Words, Phrases, and Sayings
Hillyer 229
about Children and School
In Yiddish-speaking traditional Eastern European Jewish culture, all children
learned to read and acquired some degree of education. Naturally, Yiddish vocabulary and sayings emerged to describe various aspects of growing up and
attending cheder (Hebrew school). We’ll review a selection of words, sayings,
and phrases to bring a bit of this world to life. People of all ages are welcome.
Ron (Nosson) Schnur grew up in a three-generational home in which Yiddish
was suppressed as an embarrassing jargon but nevertheless, as Yiddish does,
managed to find its way through the fissures and cracks of family life.
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Shabbat! (Saturday)
7:30
9:15
12:00

7:30-9:30
Breakfast Com-

Day Head: Michal Richardson

9:15-12:15 Shabbat Morning Minyanim*
See page 19 for all the options.

mons

12:00-2:00
Lunch
Commons

1:00
2:15
3:00

1:45-2:45
1:45-2:45
You Know
Post-lunch
Bupkis with “impromptu” singing
Janet
Commons
Hollander
The Tent
3:00
3:00-4:00
3:00-4:00 LGBTQ+
Workshops
Meetup
4:00
KF Room, Library
4:15
4:15-5:45
4:15-5:45 Zeitler
Course SamClosing Program
plers
Reading Room
5:45
5:45-6:15 Early Dinner Seating

2:00-5:15
NewCAJE
Workshops

2:00-5:45
Parent-organized
cooperative
childcare
Hawk Hall 2nd floor
lounges

5:45-6:30 Trad-Egal
Shabbat Mincha*

Commons

Hawk Hall Lounge

6:15

6:15-7:15 General Dinner Seating Commons

7:15
7:15-8:30
7:15-8:30
7:15-8:15
Board
Games
Seudah
Shlishit
Class
7:45
Commons PDR
Singing
Presentations
Commons

8:30
8:50
9:30

TBD

7:15-8:30
Hangout
Space
Hawk Hall
Lounge

8:30-8:45 Trad-Egal Ma’ariv – Hawk Hall 106
8:50-9:20 Havdalah – Alumni Patio (rain location, Konover)
9:30-10:30
9:30-11:30
9:30-11:30
Early Departures
Dance Party
Sea Shanties and
Check-Out
(& Ice Cream!)
Star Gazing
Summer Housing Office

Konover

7:15-11:00
Evening
Childcare
Hawk Hall

Pond Dock

11:30
On Shabbat, the NHC staff are off-duty.
Please direct questions to Michal Richardson.

*For details on Shabbat davening (prayer) options, see page 19
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Shabbat Morning Minyanim (Services)
There are many ways to celebrate Shabbat this morning, including offerings from
NewCAJE. Check the minyanim listings on page 19, and look for flyers posted with
up-to-date information.

You Know Bupkis:
A Celebration of Life, Decade by Decade

The Tent

… 20 is the age to pursue a livelihood… 40 is the age for binah, wisdom… 60 is the age for ziknah,
becoming an elder… 80 is the age for gevurah, special strength, heroism—Pirkei Avot 5:21

Join us in a communal celebration of our milestone birthdays. Hosted by Janet
Hollander, longtime Havurahnik, who will be 80 in January.

Havdalah

Alumni Patio (rain location, Konover)

Bid farewell to Shabbat and greet the new week with a spirited celebration
hosted by the Zeitler Fellows. Shavuah tov!

Shabbat Workshops, 3:00–4:00pm
Impromptu Workshop (see page 27)

GSU 333

Hollander Social Justice Fellow Workshop
Hawk Hall 2nd
Building Bridges, Storytelling, and Intersectionality:
Floor Lounge
When Does Partnering Work or Not?
Each of us has stories to tell of social justice work we have done or are doing.
This session will provide a moderated opportunity to tell the stories of programs in our own communities that have worked and what happened when
they did not. Participants will also receive a copy of the “rules of engagement”
that enables us to do this work in good times and tough times.
Margaret Frisch Klein is our 2018 Hollander Social Justice Fellow. She is the
rabbi of Congregation Kneseth Israel in Elgin, IL, and blogs as the Energizer Rabbi
(theenergizerrabbi.org). She is passionate about social justice and tikkun olam.
From Rabbinic Sources to a
Hawk Hall 115
Theology of Environmental Torah
Our earliest rabbinic ancestors laid the groundwork for a theology of radical responsibility and mindful action that has much to teach us for confronting the ecological crisis we now face. We will explore this legacy and the spiritual environment in which a Jewish concept of humankind’s being answerable for the state of
our world took shape.
Jonah C. Steinberg is Executive Director of Harvard Hillel and a Jewish Chaplain at
Harvard. Born in Canada and raised in Toronto and Vienna, Austria, Jonah received his
B.A. at Brown University and his M.A., M.Phil, and Ph.D. degrees at Columbia University. He taught at the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, the Ziegler School of Rabbinic Studies of the American Jewish University, and the Reconstructionist Rabbinical
College before becoming Associate Dean of the Rabbinical School of Hebrew College,
where he received rabbinic ordination.
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Liturgist-in-Residence Workshop
The Tent
I’m Singing in the Round
An afternoon of new songs and instant harmonies in gender-inclusive Hebrew
and English. The music will be gratifying and accessible to experienced and
beginning singers alike.
Cantor Linda Hirschhorn, our 2018 Liturgist-in-Residence, is a performing
singer/songwriter/composer and storyteller. She travels around the country
working with or creating community choruses. Linda has released 10 recordings
of original songs and published hundreds of songs that have been covered by
other artists, used in movies, choreographed by dance companies, and sung in
synagogues throughout the world.
Jewish American Poets and Resistance
See page 33
Puzzle Mania
See page 33

Hawk Hall 106/Lounge
PDR

NewCAJE: Shabbat Guided Meditation
GCC Rotunda/Courtyard
(2:00–3:00pm)
Enhance your Shabbat with a refreshing hour of guided imagery. Relax your
body and let your mind rest. Take a trip without leaving campus. While listening to a script that guides you to think about an idea, concept, or time in history, your mind is free to wander. You’ll be amazed at how relaxed you’ll feel!
Stephanie Marshall is the Director of Education, Outreach, and Programming
at Temple Israel in Tulsa, Oklahoma. She has been working in the field of Jewish
Education since 1989. With a BA in Communication and Psychology from the
University of Puget Sound in Tacoma, WA, she earned her MA in Jewish Education from the Rhea Hirsch School of Education at HUC-JIR.
NewCAJE: Rabbi and A Scholar (3:00–4:00pm)
GCC Room D
Holding Your God in Awe: The Shema in its Context
In this week’s parsha, we have the only reference to the Shema in the Torah.
While the Shema is central to Judaism, its meaning is not entirely clear. We
will look at the Shema in its context in the book of Deuteronomy. Experience
how a scholar and a rabbi approach this topic from different perspectives.
Cherie Koller-Fox is a founder of CAJE and NewCAJE. She currently serves as
NewCAJE Board President. She is rabbi emerita at Congregation Eitz Chayim in
Cambridge, MA, where she honed the principles of family education. Currently
she enjoys working with the elderly as a chaplain.
Everett Fox is the Allen M. Glick Professor of Judaic and Biblical Studies at
Clark University, and the translator of The Five Book of Moses and The Early
Prophets. He is a veteran of almost every CAJE conference since 1976, and is currently working on a translation and commentary of the haftarot.
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NewCAJE: Foundering Father: What Our Political
GCC Room C
Leaders Need to Learn From Pirkei Avot
(3:00–4:00pm)
We seem to be at an all-time low in public civility, ethical behavior, common
vision, and taking of responsibility by our leaders. How can our classical Jewish textbook of morality and values speak to these rudderless officials? We will
study mishnayot from Pirkei Avot [a tradition on long summer Shabbat afternoons], along with classical and modern commentaries, to seek wisdom about
loyalty, integrity, honesty, faith, humility, empathy, knowledge, and
brother/sisterhood.
Jonathan Wolf is Executive Director of the Institute for Jewish Activism and
prominent in One Jewish Evanston. He has been Social Policy Director of the
Synagogue Council, Jewish liaison to Cesar Chavez and the UFW, National
Chair of Orthodox Jews for Obama, Community Action Director of Lincoln
Square Synagogue, and a leader of CAJE, AJWS, Beyond Shelter, L’OLAM, JOFA,
and Limmud Chicago.
NewCAJE: Did the Exodus and Mount Sinai
GCC Room B
Event Really Happen? (4:15–5:15pm)
The historicity of the ancient Egyptian experience of the Israelites, the Exodus,
and the Revelation at Mount Sinai have recently been brought into question.
In this workshop, Dr. Freund, author of Digging Through the Bible: Modern Archeology and the Ancient Bible, will summarize the results of the last 20 years
of research and hold a discussion about the accuracy of biblical accounts.
Dr. Richard A. Freund is the Maurice Greenberg Professor of Jewish History
and Director of the Maurice Greenberg Center for Judaic Studies at the University of Hartford. He is a field archaeologist and historian and has been featured
in 20 television documentaries. He is the author of 10 books and over 100 scholarly articles.
NewCAJE: Stories Your Parents Never Told You (4:15–
GCC Room A
5:15pm)
The Talmud is an incredible collection of stories the Rabbis told. These stories
are easy to understand and filled with insight on what the Rabbis were dealing
with, issues frequently like ones we deal with today. In this session we will examine a few Talmudic stories and discuss what the Rabbis were trying to convey through them. What values are we to glean from the stories? And how do
these teachings inform our Jewish lives today?
Sandra Lilienthal is an adult educator in South Florida and presents at Jewish
education conferences around the country. She is a 2015 winner of the prestigious Covenant Award for Excellence in Jewish Education. Sandra loves teaching
Judaism as a living religion, and infusing true passion for it among those who
study with her. Sandra was Program Co-Chair for Limmud Miami in 2017.
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Course Samplers 4:15–5:45pm
Course Sampler 1: Text-Based Learning

Hawk Hall 115

∞ “I Create According to the Word”: Jewish Magic Texts from the Talmud
to the Middle Ages (Jonathan Seidel) Explore the amazing variety of genres,
power relationships, aesthetics, and piety present in the spectrum of Jewish
magical texts.
∞ Sacred Envy: The Virgin Mary in Talmud and Midrash (Micha’el Rosenberg)
Rabbinic literature reveals – often implicitly, but nonetheless clearly – a particular
interest in contemporaneous Christian ideas about the mother of Jesus.
∞ Moses Through the Ages (Aryeh Wineman) Examine the place of Moses and
his life-story with its dramatic qualities as found in the Torah and beyond.
Course Sampler 2: Ancient and Modern

Hawk Hall 106

∞ The Font of Revelation: Writing Ancient Hebrew Scripts (Julie Seltzer)
Look at the development of Hebrew scripts from pictograph to alphabet.
∞ Investing through a Jewish Lens (Jacob Siegel) Explore the modern field of
impact investing through the lens of Jewish values.
∞ Wrestling with (De)colonization and Homeland (Noah Rubin-Blose) How
do we root our Judaism in earth and place while acknowledging the violence of
colonization?
Course Sampler 3: Nature and History

PDR

∞ Torah, Tevel, and Tikkun: Interweaving Torah Study about Earth with
Personal Experience of Nature (Arthur Waskow) Explore biblical texts that
address the relationship between the human community and our planet.
∞ Four Early Turning Points (Bob Goldenberg) Examine four moments in early
Jewish history that have left their mark on our lives.
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Sunday
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30

7:30-9:30
Breakfast

7:00-8:00
Trad-Egal Shacharit Hawk Hall Lounge
8:30-9:30 Checkout and Key Return

Commons

Commons

9:30

9:30-10:15 Closing Program – Konover

10:15

10:15-11:00 Checkout and Key Return Continues – Commons

10:15

Help with Eruv Take-Down and Truck Pack-Up

Closing Program: L’hitraot, See you soon!
The week draws to a close, and we reflect on all we’ve learned, with plans to
gather again next year!

Evaluations
Your feedback is important for planning the 2019 Institute. You will find an
evaluation in your inbox on Sunday, at the end of the Institute. Please
complete your evaluation as soon as you get it! Paper evaluation forms are
available from the Office upon request.
During the week, feedback may be dropped in the comment envelope at the office. All suggestions are taken seriously.

Taking the Institute Spirit Home
The NHC Store: Your one-stop shop for everything NHC. Our vendor is No
Sweat Apparel, 100% union-made and sweatshop-free! We have “vintage” shirts
leftover from prior years for sale at rock-bottom prices!
Participant Roster: A roster will be available after the Institute. Please verify
your address, phone number, and e-mail information at registration.
NHC Email Lists: Continue the conversations from this week through our two
listservs and two discussion groups. You will be added to our two listservs automatically: official announcements from the NHC and nhc-hesed (caring announcements about members of the NHC community). Please make sure that
they are getting to your inbox so you don’t miss important community announcements. You will receive an invitation to join nhc-havurah (discussion
about the NHC and about havurot) and nhc-discuss (open discussion for the
community).
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Next Year’s Institute: Preparations are underway for next summer’s Institute!
Put your personal stamp on next year’s Institute by getting involved in the
planning committees. Contact volunteer@havurah.org. If you have a topic
you’re eager to delve into or a teacher to recommend, be in touch with the
Course Committee: courses@havurah.org.
Regional Retreats: Join us at a regional retreat!
New England Retreat: Shabbat Chanukah, December 14-16, 2018
Camp Ramah in Palmer, MA
Co-chairs Mark Frydenberg and Steve Lewis welcome emails to neretreat@havurah.org from anyone wishing to join the planning team.
Chesapeake Retreat: March 1-3, 2019
Pearlstone Retreat Center in Reisterstown, Maryland
chesapeake-retreat@havurah.org
Post-Institute Gatherings: Returning to our regular lives can be difficult. We miss
our friends, singing, energy, laughter, and ruach (spirit) of the Summer Institute. If
you know of a minyan, havurah, or activity that will be happening in the weeks right
after the Institute, invite us to join you using the NHC-Havurah mailing list.

The NHC Board
The Board of the National Havurah Committee works year-round, overseeing
the fiscal management and policy-making of the NHC.
Chair of the Board
Tara Bognar
Treasurer
Saul Glass-Siegel
Immediate Past Chair
Joline Price
Interim Director of Programs
Talia Laster
Director of Operations
Alyse Portera

Members at Large
Charley Beller
Abigail Bellows
Emily Fishman
Matthew Goldfield
Adam Levine
Darius Sivin
Leah Staub
Nava Szwergold
Ari Weisbard
David A.M. Wilensky
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 | תודה רבהTodah Rabbah | Thank You
to these donors who have given money to the NHC in the past year. Our community is sustained by
the contribution of both money and time to our programs. Thank you for all that you give!
Academy for Jewish Religion
Adam Gordon
Adam Levine
Adele Reinhartz
Alan Weisbard
Alison Cohen
Alison Dray-Novey and Michael Novey
Alyse Portera
Ari Weisbard & Rebecca Ennen
Arlene Paul
Arthur and Kathy Green
Arthur Waskow
Barbara and Howard White
Barbara Berko and Joel Deitz
Beth Irving
Bettyrose Nelson
Bracha and John Laster
Brookline Havurah Minyan
Carol Pristoop
Carole Bass
Ceidlen Beller
Charles Urich
Congregation Beth El-Keser
Israel
Daniel Michelson-Horowitz
Daniel Richman
Darius Sivin
David and Devora Schiff
David and Suzon Gordon
David Podell
David Shneyer
David Smith & Rosalyn Soref
Deborah Hirsch Mayer
Don Sherak
Douglas Rothenberg
Edward and Merle Feld
Elaine Reuben
Eleni and Neil Litt
Eliana Fishman
Elliot H. and Catherine H.
Myrowitz
Erica Raphael & Richard
Friedman
Estate of Adrienne Asch
Fabrangen

Frances Levine
Frances Turim Zeitler
Frank Lipson
Fred and Nancy Guttman
Goldie Milgram
Havurat Shalom
Henry & Esther Africk
Highland Park Minyan
Howard Miller-Jacobs
Ilana J Streit
Iris Newman
Isabel and Doug Danforth
James Ripka
Jason Meyer
Jeremy Golding and Michele
Roberts
Jesse Beller
Jonah Boyarin
Jonathan Zimet
Joseph Hayden
Josh Rosenberg
Josh Soref
Joshua Rosenberg
Kelly Beller
Leah Staub
Linda Joseph
Linda Motzkin and Jonathan
Rubenstein
Lisa Morenoff
Lisë Stern
Marshall Weinbraub
Malkah Binah Klein and Neysa
Nevins
Marga Hirsch
Marilyn Newman and William
Ganong
Marisa Harford
Mariyana Scott
Mark Takken
Marshall Weintraub
Martin and Amy Melman
Marvin Richardston and
Maureen D. Stahl
Mattea Lewitt
Mia and Joe Buchwald Gelles
Michal Richardson

Mitch and Walli Chefitz
Minyan Segulah
Mira Rivera
Miriam-Simma Walfish
Nishmat Shalom
Norbert Goldfield & Sandra
Matthews
Paula Sommer
Phyllis Holman Weisbard
Princeton Jewish Center Library Minyan
Progressive Chavurah
Rachel Jacobs
Rachel Wetter
Raysh Weiss and Jonah Rank
Rebecca Gurk
Rebekah Emanuel
Reconstructionist Rabbinical
College
Richard Heiberger
Robert and Ruth Goldston
Robert Tabak
Sally Klinger Rogers
Sam Boom
Samuel Horowitz
Sandra Sussman and Ronald
Schnur
Sarah Beller and Scott Rechler
Shahar Colt
Shalom Flank
Shira Weidenbaum
Shoshanah Schein
Steven Sheriff
Susan Hofstein
Susan Klein
Suzanne Hutt
Tamar Earnest
Tara Bognar
Techiya Loewen
Temple Sinai
The First Narayever Congregation
Tikkun Leil Shabbat
West Side Minyan
William Kavesh
William Nelson
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10– Park River– housing
12– Konover– Summer
Housing Office, Program
Space, Dance

7: Commons Dining
(upper level)

CHECK IN HERE

23– Public Safety

7- Hawk’s Nest (lower
level)- Late Night
Social
Hawk Hall– housing
B Complex-housing
Office: Reeve 101

Use this route for regular
check in. Temporary
parking available

Tent

15– Harry Jack Gray
Building– Library, Gray
Conference Center,
Starbucks, Greenberg
Center, Jewish
Museum
18- GSU– classrooms,
Hawk Lounge
20: Hillyer: classrooms

Use this route only if
checking in off times to the
Summer Conferences Office

